Curt electric brake controller

Visit any riding area and it quickly becomes evident that Side by Sides are a major factor in
off-road recreation, and for good reason. The downside is they are also much larger than most
other off-road vehicles, with some nearly the size of a Jeep Wrangler, and that means larger tow
vehicles and larger trailers to haul them. With all that extra weight behind, you had better be
able to stop it safely. Once inside the cab and no doubt to the horror of some vehicle interior
designer from Detroit, you then need to drill a few holes in your highly sculpted dash and hang
a rather conspicuous control box. Try that in a Jeep and see how much knee room you have
left! The Curt ECHO brake control system follows practically everything else these days in that
it is mastered by an app on your smartphone. That eliminates the need for any control box
mounted under or in your dash and all wiring connecting the box to the trailer. Highlights of the
system are many:. Wireless design allows it to be transferred between vehicles, and it stores
multiple trailer and vehicle profiles. Works off a 7-pin connection and can mange single or
double axle trailers. Locking tab help maintain a strong connection, and a potted circuit board is
sealed off from the elements for durability. Triple-axis, motion-sensing accelerometer for highly
responsive, smooth stops. Multi-color LED indicates power, trailer detection and wireless
connectivity. Smartphone Bluetooth connection provides automatic calibration, controls and
monitors all brake settings, and sends status updates. System can be overridden at any time by
pressing phone for more stopping power. Incoming calls still allowed, even when using system.
Assembled in USA. Just plug the Echo Brake Controller into your vehicles 7 pin connection,
then plug the trailer 7 pin connection into the back of the Echo. Make sure Bluetooth is enabled
on your phone so the two can connect, and the Echo will immediately let you know its
connected to the trucks wiring harness turn the truck on for power by flashing a blue LED light.
This means it is ready to connect to the app. Now start the phone app. You will need the 6-digit
pin from under the Echo Controller cap or the Echo quick connect packaging, and when the
Echo and phone connect the LED will stop flashing and show solid blue. When the trailer wiring
harness is attached the light will then flash for a little over 5 seconds as it calibrates and then
turn to a solid green color. At that point you can set the trailer profile in the app. Setting the
profiles in the app was easy enough, and you can store profiles based on tow vehicle, different
trailers, and even the load on the trailer. This is especially handy for adjusting braking power
when pulling a heavy load, or when on a slippery surface such as snow when you need a gentle
application of the brakes rather than potentially locking them up. We love this feature! Once
underway, you will notice at all times the Echo Mobile Brake Controller app shows a large, red
button in the center of your screen. This is the panic button. Should you find yourself in an
emergency situation, hitting the button will quickly ramp up to maximum brake force. As an
added safety feature, if your phone and the Echo Mobile Brake Controller lose their connection
the controller will continue to function at the setting you were last using. What more could one
ask for in an accessory? Combined with our beloved Aluma trailer that has delivered our ATVs
and Side x Sides safely over many, many miles we have the ultimate towing combination. Skip
to main content. You are here Home. Written By:. Highlights of the system are many: Wireless
design allows it to be transferred between vehicles, and it stores multiple trailer and vehicle
profiles. Locking tab help maintain a strong connection, and a potted circuit board is sealed off
from the elements for durability Triple-axis, motion-sensing accelerometer for highly
responsive, smooth stops Multi-color LED indicates power, trailer detection and wireless
connectivity Compatible with low-volt, PWM, ABS, cruise control and electric over hydraulic
Smartphone Bluetooth connection provides automatic calibration, controls and monitors all
brake settings, and sends status updates. System can be overridden at any time by pressing
phone for more stopping power Incoming calls still allowed, even when using system. Winches
and Towing. Search form Search. Side-x-Side Sport and Racing. ATV Product Reviews.
Side-x-Side Videos. UTV Videos. Summer is the best time to go on a picnic with your family. The
thing about trailers is that they come in different shapes and sizes and they can be attached to
your vehicle but attaching a trailer with your car can be dangerous. This is because when you
apply brakes on your car the brakes have to stop both the car and the trailer. The added mass
makes it hard for the brakes to work properly and the result is an increased chance of
accidents. Fortunately, modern technology has made it safer for you to hook a trailer to your
car. Brake controllers have made it possible for your trailer brakes to activate with your car
brakes making your ride safer for the road. Trailer brake controllers have different types so you
can choose the one best for you. We will make the choosing part easier for you. You can use
our dedicated list to choose the best brake controller from the top 10 best brake controllers of
The Tekonsha P3 comes first in our list due to a number of reasons. First, it is the most
user-friendly and functional electric brake out there. Second, it is one of the best-rated trailer
brakes in the market right now. And third, it gives the best value for money. If you select the P3
you are really getting what you pay for. The build quality and functionality of this electric brake

are second to none. Although this brake controller is a bit expensive, the cost is justifiable
keeping in mind the repair cost you would incur if you were in an accident. The Tekonsha P3
uses a cutting edge proportional system with various braking options. You have electric over
hydraulic, electric, and boost operations to work with. Each setting lets you customize your
trailer braking to your tastes. There is a large and clear digital display which displays all of the
information and settings while also allowing you to check for issues. To top everything off,
there is a manufacturer warranty to protect your investment. This brake controller has a
time-delayed system as opposed to a proportional system. This machine has features like a nice
clear digital display, sync setting, and brake overload setting. Furthermore, there are 8 different
braking patterns as well as internal short circuit protection. You can easily mount this brake
controller to your car as it uses volt power. The good thing about the Brakeman IV is that it is
extremely cheap and within the reach of an average person. It is very user-friendly in that it is
basic in terms of functionality. You can easily operate it and install it in your vehicle. Tekonsha
makes some incredible electric brake controllers hence you will see that there is more than one
product of theirs mentioned in our list. The second Tekonsha product on our list is the Primus.
If you compare the two Tekonsha products on our list you will find that the Primus is a bit
cheaper and thus it has fewer features. For example, it has a small digital screen and it only
controls axles. However, there is no compromise on build quality. Although the machine is
small and compact it has been built with the most robust materials. Not only will it take less
space on your dash it will last for a long time. The brake controller comes with the relevant
wiring and ports for easy installation. You can adjust the brake settings using a knob and turn
on the boost option using a dedicated button. Moreover, you can make multiple brake
adjustments with this unit as it has a knob that allows you to do so. The Curt Venturer is a state
of the art brake controller that has an attractive design. The Venturer is one of the few brake
controllers to feature a dedicated LED display. The Venturer has five light bars that light up the
harder you press the brake. These lights show you the power of the brake applied on the trailer
end. This brake controller is a 3 axle unit which means it can control 6 brakes at once. The
Venturer comes with a complete installation kit and a manual that guides you with the
installation procedure. The entire procedure is pretty easy to follow and we could go as far as
saying that it is more of a plug and play item. The best thing is that Curt has issued a low price
for the Venturer making it highly affordable. When compared to other top of the line brake
controllers the Curt Venturer fairs better in overall ease of use and features even though it is a
time-delayed unit. The Tekonsha Prodigy P2 is an upscale version of the regular Prodigy brake
controller. This model has the ability to control braking on 4 axles. To facilitate the user there is
a large LCD display where you can check for errors, sync the brakes, and hover between the
various brake settings. The display is also capable of showing you the diagnostics from your
car such as the deceleration rate, the voltage from the car, etc. A dedicated knob lets you shift
between the different brake settings. One great thing about his brake controller is that it can
work both as an electric and as a hydraulic brake system. Tekonsha has also provided a built-in
boost feature in this trailer brake controller so you can turn it on with the press of a button and
increase the braking power considerably. The second Curt product on our list is a bit versatile
in that it has a number of must-have features at a very affordable price. The Curt TriFlex, as it is
called, is a trailer brake controller that is extremely user-friendly and easy to install in your
vehicle. This is especially a good choice for people who are not technically savvy or
mechanically sound. The TriFlex comes with a kit complete with a manual telling you exactly
how to install it. The Curt TriFlex has the ability to control 4 axles and it has an accelerometer
that constantly adjusts the brakes with the running speed of the trailer. All such information is
displayed in the small digital screen. Here you can view the brake setting you have chosen. All
in all, this is an exceptional trailer brake controller for its price. The Draw-Tite I-Stop is a great
model for those who are looking for a user-friendly device that is easy to install and easy to
operate. This is a top of the line proportional brake controller that has a built-in accelerometer.
The accelerometer constantly measures the speed of the trailer and that of the car and matches
them together. The device does this by signaling the brakes on the trailer to depress. Such a
brake controller comes in handy when the trailer is weighty. Moreover, given that the I-Stop
controls the brakes on 3 axles, you have the ability to apply the brakes on either 2 brakes or 6
brakes. The need depends on the power of braking required. The I-Stop has an LED display that
shows you the relevant information such as the brake setting, the speed of the trailer and the
number of brakes applied on the trailer. The display is intelligently built such that you can see it
during the day as well as in the night. But even if you do, the item is pretty cheap. Hopkins sure
sounds like a company that would make cooking utensils but we assure you this Hopkins
makes excellent brake controllers unparalleled by anyone else. The Hopkins Insight is a
small-sized trailer brake controller that can fit anywhere in your vehicle. The controller comes

with its own mountings and screws basically the complete hardware needed for installation and
a manual to teach you how to install it. The Insight is a proportional braking unit, which means
the device uses an accelerometer to judge and match the speeds of the car and the trailer. It
works in such a way that you are always safe when braking with a heavyweight trailer. The
Hopkins Insight controls the brakes on four axles, which means the brake controller can apply
up to 8 trailer brakes at a time. If you want to switch between brake settings you can do so with
the push of a button. Although, there are limited features on this brake controller it works well in
almost every situation. Hayes amazes with their Engage trailer brake controller. This device
uses a time-delayed electric braking system that is even covered by a lifetime warranty by the
manufacturer. What else does one want?! If the company trusts its product so much that they
are giving you a lifetime warranty for it then you can imagine the quality and functionality of the
product. The Hayes Engage applies the trailer brakes based on how much you depress the
brake pedal. The deeper you press the harder the brakes will be applied. You can, of course,
adjust the power ramp time from the settings in the device. This setting will increase or
decrease the time delay based on your needs. If you cannot buy the Brakeman IV by Reese
Towpower then this is a good alternative for you to consider. The last trailer brake controller on
our list is from Draw-Tite. This one is called the Activator and for good measure as it activates
the trailer brakes with accuracy and efficiency. This electric brake controller sends signals to
the trailer brakes when they need to be activated keeping you safe on the road. The Activator
has all the basic and necessary features required in a brake controller. The entire package
comes in an extremely affordable price that beats its competition by a mile. Moreover, the
Activator by Draw-Tite can control braking in 4 axles, which means the device can apply up to 8
brakes at a time. The device has a number of brake settings that you can change based on your
requirements. Before we delve into the thought of buying a trailer brake controller we need to
learn about the different types of brake controllers on the market and their types. Essentially
there are two types of brake controllers in the market. You can choose between both a
proportional brake controller and a time delayed brake controller. The two different trailer
controllers differ in their functionality and use. If the best trailer brake controller for you is one
with a proportional system or time delayed system that depends on you and your needs. A
proportional brake controller is usually electrical in nature, meaning the braking is controlled by
an electric circuit. The system uses an accelerometer that senses when the towing vehicle is
decelerating and replicates the braking for the trailer. Since the sensor works so efficiently the
braking is accurate and there is no tugging by the trailer. You can slam the vehicle brakes as
hard as you like and the trailer brakes will stop the trailer with the exact same urgency. This
system also improves the life of the brake pads in both the trailer and the tow vehicle. However,
such great facilities come at a cost. You not only have to pay more for a proportional brake
system but you need to work hard to install it. Time delayed brake controller is more hydraulic
in nature. However, the downside is that there will always be a lag which is not good in
emergency situations. That is why these devices are simpler to install and they are extremely
cheap as compared to proportional braking controllers. The installation of an electric brake
controller is often very simple. To make it easier for you, here is a video of how you can do it:.
After talking about the different brake controllers we need to talk about the type of trailer brakes
found in the market. In general, the type of trailer brake should not have any effect on the
braking ability of your trailer. There are two types of trailer brakes:. The hydraulic braking
system is found in cars and trailers of all sizes. This system is pretty effective in its operation
which is why it is more expensive. The hydraulic system uses the concept of compression and
pressure to depress the brakes in a trailer. The concept of electric brakes is more modern. You
will find more vehicles and trailers having the electric system. This system works well with both
time delayed and proportional braking systems as it is more responsive and it is also cheaper to
produce. Before you buy a brake controller you need to know the specifications of your trailer.
Trailers come with , , and axles. Usually, in the market, you will find trailers with either three
axles or four axles. Each axle has a couple of brakes, which means a three axle trailer setup will
have 6 brakes. Consequently, the four-axle system will have 8 brakes. In general, the more
brakes you have the better it is for your safety, so you would always be better off with a four
axle trailer. However, in order to activate all 8 trailer brakes, you would need a brake controller
that works with four axles. Buying a brake controller that only works with two axles will only be
a waste of money. The brake controllers in our list have various different displays. The only
thing that matters is that you are able to see everything clearly both during the day and during
the night. As a rule of thumb, you should go for a trailer brake controller that has an LED
display since that is the latest technology and it lasts longer than any other kind of display. The
setting options will let you determine the number of brakes you can apply at a time. Each brake
controller has different setting options. Some have 5 and some have 7. The more setting

options you have the better it is as you can customize the brakes to your specific needs. You
can also switch between hydraulic and electric brakes using some brake controllers. So, look
for the one that has the most options. No argument about purchasing a brake controller can end
without discussing its price. Price, in most cases, is the deciding factor. Your budget, in the
end, decides whether you can buy a certain brake controller or not. Therefore, it is best to scan
the market for the average price first before you set your budget. In general, the more expensive
the product the better it is in terms of functionality and features. How to wire a brake controller.
I have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in diagnostics and troubleshooting. I
created this blog because I was tired of finding false information on the web while looking for
repair information. I hope you enjoy my content! Contents show. The Best Trailer Brake
Controllers in 1. Tekonsha P3 Trailer Brake Controller. Tekonsha Primus Trailer Brake
Controller. Curt Venturer Trailer Brake Controller. Hopkins Insight Trailer Brake Controller.
Hayes Engage Trailer Brake Controller. How to install a brake controller. Types of Trailer
Brakes. Hydraulic Brake. Electric Brakes. Number of Axles. Setting Options. Check Latest Price
on Amazon. What impressed us: -Cost-effective model -Small size. Key features: -Plug and play
-Bright bar display. Key features: -Monitors trailer brake pads -Boost feature -Synchronized
braking. What impressed us: -The versatility of the brake controller -Easy to install. Key
features: -Controls 4 axles and 8 brakes -Proportional braking system -Compact design -Plug
and play. What impressed us: -Accelerometer technology -Great design. Key features:
-Proportional brake technology -LED display. What impressed us: -The cheap price -Small
compact size. Key features: -Controls brakes on 4 axles -Plug and play -The electrical
proportional braking system. What impressed us: -Attractive design -Works well with all kinds
of trailers. What impressed us: -The cheap price -Complete kit with manual for easy installation.
Key features: -Controls braking in 4 axles -Intuitive design -Plug and play. Search This Site
Search. Check Price. Visit any riding area and it quickly becomes evident that Side by Sides are
a major factor in off-road recreation, and for good reason. The downside is they are also much
larger than most other off-road vehicles, with some nearly the size of a Jeep Wrangler, and that
means larger tow vehicles and larger trailers to haul them. With all that extra weight behind, you
had better be able to stop it safely. Once inside the cab and no doubt to the horror of some
vehicle interior designer from Detroit, you then need to drill a few holes in your highly sculpted
dash and hang a rather conspicuous control box. Try that in a Jeep and see how much knee
room you have left! The Curt ECHO brake control system follows practically everything else
these days in that it is mastered by an app on your smartphone. That eliminates the need for
any control box mounted under or in your dash and all wiring connecting the box to the trailer.
Highlights of the system are many:. Wireless design allows it to be transferred between
vehicles, and it stores multiple trailer and vehicle profiles. Works off a 7-pin connection and can
mange single or double axle trailers. Locking tab help maintain a strong connection, and a
potted circuit board is sealed off from the elements for durability. Triple-axis, motion-sensing
accelerometer for highly responsive, smooth stops. Multi-color LED indicates power, trailer
detection and wireless connectivity. Smartphone Bluetooth connection provides automatic
calibration, controls and monitors all brake settings, and sends status updates. System can be
overridden at any time by pressing phone for more stopping power. Incoming calls still allowed,
even when using system. Assembled in USA. Just plug the Echo Brake Controller into your
vehicles 7 pin connection, then plug the trailer 7 pin connection into the back of the Echo. Make
sure Bluetooth is enabled on your phone so the two can connect, and the Echo will immediately
let you know its connected to the trucks wiring harness turn the truck on for power by flashing
a blue LED light. This means it is ready to connect to the app. Now start the phone app. You will
need the 6-digit pin from under the Echo Controller cap or the Echo quick connect packaging,
and when the Echo and phone connect the LED will stop flashing and show solid blue. When
the trailer wiring harness is attached the light will then flash for a little over 5 seconds as it
calibrates and then turn to a solid green color. At that point you can set the trailer profile in the
app. Setting the profiles in the app was easy enough, and you can store profiles based on tow
vehicle, different trailers, and even the load on the trailer. This is especially handy for adjusting
braking power when pulling a heavy load, or when on a slippery surface such as snow when
you need a gentle application of the brakes rather than potentially locking them up. We love this
feature! Once underway, you will notice at all times the Echo Mobile Brake Controller app shows
a large, red button in the center of your screen. This is the panic button. Should you find
yourself in an emergency situation, hitting the button will quickly ramp up to maximum brake
force. As an added safety feature, if your phone and the Echo Mobile Brake Controller lose their
connection the controller will continue to function at the setting you were last using. What more
could one ask for in an accessory? Combined with our beloved Aluma trailer that has delivered
our ATVs and Side x Sides safely over many, many miles we have the ultimate towing

combination. Skip to main content. You are here Home. Written By:. Highlights of the system
are many: Wireless design allows it to be transferred between vehicles, and it stores multiple
trailer and vehicle profiles. Locking tab help maintain a strong connection, and a potted circuit
board is sealed off from the elements for durability Triple-axis, motion-sensing accelerometer
for highly responsive, smooth stops Multi-color LED indicates power, trailer detection and
wireless connectivity Compatible with low-volt, PWM, ABS, cruise control and electric over
hydraulic Smartphone Bluetooth connection provides automatic calibration, controls and
monitors all brake settings, and sends status updates. System can be overridden at any time by
pressing phone for more stopping power Incoming calls still allowed, even when using system.
Winches and Towing. Search form Search. Side-x-Side Sport and Racing. ATV Product Reviews.
Side-x-Side Videos. UTV Videos. This works great, no messing with wires in my RV just get the
app plug and go!! Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: pcscustomautomo The Curt
Echo is nearly on par with my Tekonsha P3, fits in a carry on bag, and makes my life super
easy! This thing is incredible! Initial use took 2 minutes to set up, and worked flawlessly. It paid
for itself 20 minutes into our first trip with our new camper when someone decided it was a
good idea to cut me off going up to a red light. Highly recommend. Adjusting my trailer brakes
just got easier. The Instructions page is a bit erratic the way it flows, but I was able to figure it
out. They don't tell you the pin code is under the flap. Otherwise loading the app,
communication between my phone and the unit, and setting the values was a breeze. I like the
fact that once you figure out and set the brake level values you don't have to have the phone
app on anymore. Awesome product! Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:
randpcarriages. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information.
Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn
more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your
money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information speedstuffsales Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Ships to:. United States and many other countries
See details. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Tue. Delivery times may vary, especially during
peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and
import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Add to cart to save
with this special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only be purchasing this item. If you'd like to get
the additional items you've selected to qualify for this offer, close this window and add these
items to your cart. Buy only this item Close this window. Report item - opens in a new window
or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the
resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Items On Sale.
The Echo trailer brake controller has a non-invasive install and is easily transferrable from one
vehicle to another. The Echo brake controller wirelessly syncs with Apple or Android
smartphone, turning it into a brake controller interface with the Smart Control app Warning:
Avoid distracted driving. Installing this aftermarket trailer brake controller is as easy as
plugging in a 7-way trailer wiring connector. It requires no tools, no extra wires and no
hardware. Echo uses a triple-axis accelerometer to provide smooth, safe braking. This
electronic trailer brake controller easily transfers between vehicles and trailers and works on
virtually any trailer with 1 to 2 axles 2 to 4 brakes. It is also fully compatible with cruise control,
anti-lock brakes, low-voltage systems. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine ,
but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or
tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please
enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 2.

Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time.
Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment
methods. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 16 reviews. Great
Product This works great, no messing with wires in my RV just get the app plug and go!! X
Previous image. Where were these years ago? Highly recommend X Previous image. Adjusting
my trailer brakes just got easier Works great and easy to use X Previous image. No wiring! Why
is this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. International Priority Shipping. The lowest-priced brand-new,
unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable.
Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or
was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic
bag. See details for additional description. What does this price mean? This is the price
excluding shipping and handling fees a seller has provided at which the same item, or one that
is nearly identical to it, is being offered for sale or has been offered for sale in the recent past.
The price may be the seller's own price elsewhere or an
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other seller's price. The "off" amount and percentage simply signifies the calculated difference
between the seller-provided price for the item elsewhere and the seller's price on eBay. Worked
great easy hookup CURT 1 in towing.. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New. Skip to main
content. The listing you're looking for has ended. View original item. Sell one like this. We found
something similar. About this product. New other. Make an offer:. Brand new: Lowest price The
lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where
packaging is applicable. Part Number: See all 4 brand new listings. Buy It Now. Add to cart.
About this product Product Identifiers Brand. Product Key Features Placement on Vehicle.
Show More Show Less. Any Condition Any Condition. See all 8 - All listings for this product.
Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews. Easy Worked great easy hookup
You may also like. Electric Trailer Jacks. Venture Boat Trailer Parts.

